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Secure Voting
• Voting is particularly challenging: requires secrecy and public auditability.

• Computer science enables qualitatively novel solutions.

• Cryptography can reconcile seemingly contradictory requirements.
"That's for me and a button to know."

Joe, the plumber.
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Your vote will count
Hype over hacking shouldn't shatter confidence

By Paul DeGregorio
McCLATCHY-TRIBUNE
“When I finally saw the results of our tests, I thought I was going to throw up.”

Sec. of State, Ohio, last week.
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Fashionable Voting
Voting is a fundamentally difficult problem.
1 person, 1 vote
Enforced Privacy to ensure each voter votes in his/her own interest
1892 - Australian Ballot

1893

**DEMOCRATIC.**

- FOR MAYOR,
  - AUGUST LEUZ, JR.
  - CORNER BURLINGTON AND JOHNSON STREETS.
- FOR TREASurer,
  - GEORGE W. KOONTZ
  - NO. 620 EAST BURLINGTON STREET.
- FOR CITY SOLICITOR,
  - FRANK J. HORAK
  - NO. 120 DODGE STREET.
- FOR ASSESSOR,
  - F. A. HEINSIUS
  - NO. 948 EAST MARKET STREET.
- FOR TRUSTEE,
  - JOHN U. MILLER
  - EAST MARKET STREET.

**REPUBLICAN.**

- FOR MAYOR,
  - CHAS. LEWIS
  - NO. 227 NORTH CLINTON STREET.
- FOR TREASurer,
- FOR SOLICITOR,
  - L. H. FULLER
  - NO. 422 SOUTH DUBUQUE STREET.
- FOR ASSESSOR,
  - H. W. LATHROP
  - NO. 518 IOWA AVENUE.
- FOR TRUSTEE,
  - J. C. LEASURE
  - COR. VAN BUREN ST. AND IOWA AVENUE.

**Majorities**

- 1892 - 221
- 1893 - 198
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Computers have only obscured the process.
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What about computer science?
Cryptography
solving problems that initially appear to have conflicting requirements.
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**Alice:** Obama

**Bob:** McCain

**Carol:** Obama

**Tally**

Obama: 2
McCain: 1
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Alice verifies her vote
Everyone verifies the tally
How can we verify operations on encrypted data?

Mathematical Proofs.
Zero-Knowledge Proof
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Vote For: Obama

This last envelope likely contains “Obama”
Zero-Knowledge Proof

Open envelopes don’t prove anything after the fact.